Librarian
Mabel
California StAltd Library
Sacramento 9, California 4.62

SPARTANS BEAT VANDALS
College Yearbook
Roger. nenef;10 sad Frames
Robanus,
of La Torre,
the college
announced
Diet the aaaual publication wilt
be on sale today. The price will
be N. A deposit of $8 will hold
a ropy of the yearbook and the
remaining amoust will be due
in the Graduate 51anager’s office In
II, Isgs,
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See Sport,
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Mina Joyce Backus, head librarian. announces that during
registrartien library hours will
be 8 a.m. te 5 p.m.
Regular Miran hours Monday
through Thursday are 111 a.m. to
10 p.m. Hours on Friday o ill be
a.m. to 5 p.m. On saturdss
hours are 9 a-m.e; 5 p.m. Mr
Reereie Book room will open
at 740 a.m.

play
Tonight’s
Reg
Dance
Crest Will Play

-

_

Si Enrollment
High; Record
May Be Set
A record enrollment isliredicted
In this registration, reported Dean’
of Students Joe H. West.
He predicted that a total of,
7,101 state college students would
enroll.
The standing record is 6,922.
set in the fall of 1949.
The reason for the rise, West
said, is the tremendous influx of
freshmen and transfer students.
A total of 3,402 transfer students -and freshmen were admitted
to the college by Sept. 17. Last
year 2.542 were admitted, showing
an increase this pear of 860.
This year 2,010 freshmen were
admitted to the college by Sept.
17. Of that total, West added probably 1,850 will show up for registration.
He said that 1,173 transfer studebts would ossipaer.
"Over 100 appticatiimilltaii
"hew students iviere deeded because they did sot meet the
state requiremests. West said.
In the fall of 1949, there were
8,019 students attending San Jose
State. Of that total 1,097 were
Junior college students. With almost 7,000 state college students
attending the school in 1949- the
full time enrollment (figured by
adding the total units taken by
students and dividing by 15 numbered 6,389. By state policy, the
limit ie 6,000, West said.
Consequently, with a limit of
6,000 the restrictions become tighter. This year West predicts a fulltime erirkillment of 6,700 or 6,800.

Simpson Sets
College Board
Dr. Roy E. Simnion, state superintendent of public instruction
has reappointed three members of
the San Jose State college Advisory board for a four-year term.
Named by Dr. Simpson were L
D. Bohnett, chairman of the board.
Paul L Davis and Mrs. L D. DeArmen.
Other members of the board include: Lawerence A. Appleton.
Floyd Farr,
Joseph R. Garner,
Herschel C. Graham, Fred J. Oehler, Floyd A. Parton. Warren B.
Reilly and E. S. Scott. One vacancy caused by the resignation of
E. L Hayes has hot been filled.
Dr. John T. Wahiquist, president
of the college, has called a meeting of the board for Sept. 26.

Parking Poses
Penalty Problem
Warsaw! NO 1Paetilog!
Amarillo( WI Jahn Aar" investor et annings mad trolads.
Mos sera as Ore will be fedoras, by newly hired asearity
silleses Harvey ficiliater sad
Peak Lopes.
Pallablia hie igatietag web
sigabliWila bets sat down by the
alagnalliga Asparagus* if the
stale et Callairals and will be
daslesirt by eldbige asthmatics

Student Rate
Movie Tickets
Go on Sale

’Get Acquainted’
Reception Planned
Before Dance

, Student price-rate tickets to the
Dick Crest and his orchestra. a California, Studio and United Art well-known band around the one
bit theaters went on sale today in
night stand circuit, isill supply the
the Library Arch.
music for tonight’s Registration
Price of the tickets is 50c.
Dance beginning at 9 o’clock in
The tickets will entitle students
the Civic auditorium.
to get into the theaters at a saeThe Crest aggregation recently
ing of 20c per show.
toured the Lake Tahoe area
"The ticket* are identificawhere they played for dancing at
tion cards," said Charles R.
,everal -of the outstanding resorts.
1 Helm, manager o6 the United
A reception is scheduled to he
Artist theater. "They will carry
held before the dance at 8:30 p.m.
signatures and brief descriptions
in Room’ B of the auditorium in
of the students."
order that students and faculty
Helm also said that 3,000 tick members will have an opportunity
ft
eta must be sold or the plan will V
to become acquainted., Vern Perry,
DAVID ELAM
I be dipcontinued next quarter.
DR. JOHN T. WAHLQUIST
temporary chairman of the Social
I
"If you drop below the 3,000
Affairs committee, reported Frt.,’mark," he said. "it will show the
day.
film companies that there isn’t
Perry said that all indications
enough interest."
are that tonight’s dance will
Heins worked with the Senior
the largest In student alt
Masa council last year II estabhi the history of the college. File
f
intideat eigeitlgasak
based his esthnate on the nuen-.
lt through the tIlin raisi=er
her of students who attos011 .
Dave Elam, selected in June
Greetings to students:
The seniors had Passed a Pei- to be editor of the bpartan Daily Freshman Camp where 150 persons were turned away Also, he
Few events, if any, in one’s life tion around the campus asking the
fall quarter, has been notified that
pointed out that more than 1000
are more important Than the be- theaters to grant a student rate,
Arminto
the
inducted
he is to be
persons attended the orientation
ginning of another college year. In one week the petition had 4.000
dratt,
October
ed Forces in the
activities day last Wednesday.
This is certainly the century of signatures.
inforthis
bit
of
relayed
likewise, the
specialization and,
committeeElam
Admission to the dance Will be
Bentet
Dwight
mation
to
Dr.
Rally
The
student
century of generalization, paradox- will conduct the ticket sale. Bob
free and dancing will be from 9
late
head,
department
Journalism
ical as that may sound. Specialize- Lindsey will be in charge.
P.m. until midnight.
last month when he was notified ,
tiem. yes; most men and womee
Half of the money collected will
a
physical.
He
passto
appeal.
for
must share in the work of the go into the Student Union fund.
world. Generalisation, yes; no one The other half will go to the the- ect the Physical and was review-1Regjstration
can escape the necessity of treate aters, according to Bill Eckert, ified 1-A and told that he would
ee insight into the complexities representative of the Student be inducted into the Army in Octwo-year period.
tober for
that surround us all.
Council.
College education is
must
Working on the ITIOVIP rate
The Phrterville draft Ward, in
plan during the summer, and in- Elam’a hrime fawn, told him that
for either role. Kent areas of
AER(MeAUTICS: (lunges ARoccupational competence now-, fineattal in getting it ready for the large quotas required of them Aero. 1 class titles changed from
mislays require advanced learning
this quarter were Helm and in the past few months had drain- Intro. to Aerodynamics to Introarea of eligible men of duction to Aeronautics. ad/Ines-Behert, appointed by the Stu- ed
airt to be had oubdde of etillege,
dent Council last spring quarter. draft age. Therefore, there would 11:30 Aero. 144A Aircraft Elecmod few individuals by Owen he no possibility of. Elam’s being trical Systems MWF J108 LeonThe tickets expire Dec. 30.
sieve, can even glimpse the soStudents must have a- student deferred until he mold be gradu- ard (3). Cbange-4 :30 Aero 192,
cial, economic. technoiotpical, political, ethical and other typos body card for this quarter before ated in June.
Instrument Flight Techniques has
Elam, who was to begin his sere been cancelled.
they will be able to purchase a
of common pmblefas.
ior year as a Journalism major.
BUSINESS: Changes 8:3Q Sus.
College attendance at whatever rate ticket.
served on the Spartan Daily dur- 165 TThe Room 127, Saunders,
financial cost to the individual,
ing spring quarter as copy desk moved to 7-9:30 p.m. Th.. Rosh Is a good investment; training at
chief. He was to replace Ted Fa- 860. 10:30 Bus. 140 rm. Room
San Jose State college is a godsend
iry, outgoing Daily editor.
127, Saunders, moved to 11:30
to the student of limited means.
A replacement for Elam has not MWF, Room B92. Addttlesa-11:30
We hope you will enjoy the year
13(r. William H. Vatcher, assist- been named as yet as approval of Bus. 40, General Accounting, MTahead, Improve yourself for future
employment, but learn: a foreign ant professor in political science, the Journalism department’s rec- Th,F Room 121, Swanson (3); 7:00
language, take a philosophy course, has notified the Social Science de- ommendations for an editor by the p.m., Bus. 133 Income Tax Proceshare some good art and music. partment that be was stricken ill Student Council is aticeasary, ac- dures (7-9:30 p.m.) Ilies Room
see the schOok plays, attend the while in Germanyll’and will be late cording to the Student Body C’on- 129 (3).
4:30 Ed. 298 Special Study in
stitution. The council will meet
lectures. Time courses are only a in returning to the college.
(By Arr.)
In a letter dated Sept. 6 from Oct. 7. Until the new editor is Bus. Administration
parItet the education that college
Hotel Gruner Wald. Weisbaden, named, executive positions on the Staff; 7-9:30 p.m. Bus 123 Insteads ready 10 give you.
Tuesday,
for it is come Tax Procedures,
We Needn’t tell you to attend Germany. to Dr. Leo P. Kibby. Daily-staff go unfilled,
department Cooper, Room 129 13).
Use ft ball
and bariketball Social Science department heed. his job to name his
EDUCATION: Chancels 7:10games. in see /ads, to experience Dr. Vatcher said that he had ar- heads.
10 p.m., Ed 208. Room 25 Tuesday,
the amice Imam tournament, to rived in Germany after an extendof Stafflebach; 8:30 Ed 104A MIRY
partkipate la the biersomming ed world tour but had become ill
will be taught by Lindsay instead
parade--you will anyway, sad autklenly. He said that his doctor
moved from Room J5 to J102; 9730
you shadd: They at she part had advised him to Malin in bed
Ed 105 Daily frorn Gulland moved
for a week before reianning his
of a collets egscadas.
Two more issues of the Spartan from Apt. 3 to Apt. 4.
trip.
We wish everyone of you an enENGLISH; Changes
10:30.
Dr. Vatcher expressed his dis- Daily will appear on the stands
joyable year.
appointment and’11% Dr. Kibby this week. They will be out Wed- English 170. changed from Room
Wahlquist,
John T.
11;30 English 1B.
that he would probelity be a few nesday and Friday morning about .15 to J108;
President.
’
days late in resuming his classes 10:30 o’clock. Next week the pa- changed from Ftoben J5 to JUV;
at the college. Dr. Kilsby said Fri- per will resume its regular daily 1:30, English 194, changed from
Room 25 to J102.
day that he Is making arrange- status.
INDUSTRIAL ARTS’ Change
For the information of those
ments to carry on Dr. Vatcher’s
climes until his return.
Miss Joyce MOM. bend lbstudents and faculty inambeks who LA. 80, 9:30-11:30 T’Th moved
Included in the social seiestse find occasion to telephone the tram Apt. 4 to Apt. 3.
ran at San ltiss-State collage,
JOURNALISM: Cliaagea 930.
annouticed this ’mask .that Mgr, professor’s tour itinerary, accord- Daily, there has been a change of
persons had bete Wed 411041 the ing to his letter, were several telephone number*. In the future Jour’s. 63A13C, 110ABC. MARC,
simmer. Named by ins bang weeks in the Malay states,, ten the editorial department may be moved from Room J5 to .13;.12:30.
were: Miss Ruth Collie. *abort days in Mislead. a week in Iraq reached by
ISCONISIOM 210 Jones. 175 moved from Room .111
department at to 3104; 9:30, Public Relations
Lauritsen, Mrs. Mary Ravanball and two weeks each in Kashmir and the
(Continued on Page 71
and Jugoslavia.
and IMries Mirky Venom
sitsaing 211.

1

Daily Editor
Gets Call from
Sam

Dr. Wahlquis. t
Says College
A must,

Class Changes

Illness Detains
Dr. Wm. Vatcher

Daily Will Issue
Two More Editions

Four for Library

Monday, Sept. 21, 1963
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Spartan Daily
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
ease0
414y by Hi* Asmici4444 Umbels of See Jew SW*
P.,141
ilaie d.4.9 itiloa fisel
.14 Sawday. Marion Ow ceflone ,as wit*
../miesr.oe sorsa
T.iodisesso CYpross 44414 - Edestriel. Elf. 210 - Aiwordsing Copt, 6/1. 211
Sebsweisal P.m* $2.60 per mot or Si per mere,* for sos-ASS card Wilms.
of the Coliforsio Nompepor PonlIsiors Aesonanee
P,ess of Hi. Glens Friedel Co.. 1116 S. First Moot See Um
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Dr. Wahlquist Releases
Annual College Report
lost year 13,190 Offerent inde , junior college, 32; Monterey Pen’.iamb received inateuction underlinsula junior college, 31; Hartnett
saw jaw. stare college auspices; junior college (Saliruss), 29; and
12,241 were enrolled in some as- Contra Costa junior college, 26.
There were also flee students
ppm of the state college program ,
and OW were enrolled in the jun- from other states admitted to
tor college ithe It year of its , adiraarsd staediag, se well OA 4
from United /states territories
operation on the Sin Jose State
aad from foreign countries.
campus).
Students were admitted at San
Regular state college full-time
itudenrs numbered 7079. limIted Jose State college lard year from
stet, college students ilate after- every county in California. Santa
noon and evening students) min- Clara contributed 1366: Alameda,
total of 374; San Mateo, 331; Los Angeles,
bered 1675 or
amt.; -.lat. college campus Nt Went, 177; San Francisco, 106; Contra
.nroiled during the regular school Costa, 99; Santa Cruz, 93; and
..ear (eliminating i29 who were Monterey, 84.
It is estimated that these stunredied in both the day and evedents, their teachers, the admitsprograms).
A iota of III whAmte were istrators,
and
the
custodians
$10,000,000 in San Jose last
rotted in teeniest mar, spent
aosideeted in a wore or ’mom school year:
The prospects for next year
mestere, including Parka Air
rote. be., id yen ord (432 .41953-54) are even better. Tlie ado( them also attended regular miTision$ IWO are running over
weisions some portion of the 400 more than those for last year
1916 on August 4, 1953, as compared with 1486 on August 4,
Another 3194 attended the Male 1952). Of
these prospective new
esilk.ge summer sessions Iincluding
studentx, 1292 are high school
1.016 who were also in attendance
graduates and 624 are junior col durig the regular schogi year).
leg.- transfers
The grand net total of state
The buildings will he more
(allege students was 12,341.
than bulging With students.
Although the Junior college enthe Name as (*Lames will he conducted mothrni,m...t was
j’it;
-;" tug, as own. er year in n unteiou temporary
previous year
buildings. However, the addition
mind with R65i, the state college
of the new Music building sad
Figure’ were suhatantially higher:
the new Irngineering building
2,079 as eonipared with 6604 reguwill add many additional elame
tar students.
1075 as compared
rooms. Meanwhile, work on the
with 14A4 limited students; 1980
%perch and Drains bundling
itimpared with 1666 extension
moves forward, and money was
..tudenta. Therm- was a slight reappropriated at the last viewdata
do/lion in the 1052 summer leaof the Male Legislature for a
den 13l94t as compared with
neo 111,000,000 Fielenee building,
mrit session (34311
an addition to the Library to
’fhe %omen attailent out mint coat S850,000, and an addition to
he red t he men Of the 18.190
the Men’s gym at 1616,1100.
students, OAHU %ten. men -MI In
Most of the old junior college
the junior ...liege, 3163 regular
faculty has been absorbed in the
177 limited students, state
college faculty, which wilt
e tenlen
student., 11144

grand

summer session students (713:1
minus duplications). There were
IMP I h4 oineo students-383 in
the junior college, 3.311 regular
students. MI limited students,
1196 extension students, sad
1101 summer session students
11441 minus duplications), It is
to be noted that men continue to
outnumber Nofiliy1 in the regular sewdol% (37611 as compared
mith 3311).
The veteran tuirolhnent took a
riliarp drop in 1952-23 as compared
with 1951-52. Last year there were
1041
in the regular session. as etimpared with 1870 the
The men veterans
Year before
greatly nutniimbered the women
%elevens, 1361 tompared to 64.
The freshmen class was the
largest In the regular session.
2436; nophomnres, 1493; juniors,
1540, seniors. 1142;.graduates, 448.
Students weir enrolled at San
June State colleee last year from
eve, y !wench of the University of
California 19d total), and every
- one of the remaining nine state
colleges 191 total), and from 231
(lalifornia private (-oilmen (MI
total). Stanford contributed the 1
greatest number of transfer elitdents ill). Itudents also transferred. 1351 0 them, (mm 54 Cali
forma Junier tsilleges Those conng the largest numbers
%%ens. San Jew junior college, 261.
soul Mateo junior college. 115; 1110desto
i college. 63; San?,,
WWI Junior nellege. &I: San Fran -e
deco City (’enege, 42; Stockton
of Pb. Spartan

Coffee Dote

DIERKS
le WEST SAN CARLOS

Dear Thrust and Parry:
yoU join a car pool, ride the
bus, or walk you will substantially
help to relieve the congested parking sitution.
The college has provided parking lots at Eighth and San Carlos,
Ninth and San Antonio and Ninth
and San Fernando streets. A few
places for disabled veterans have
been reserved on Seventh street
near San Antonio. Permits to use
these spaces may be applied for in
the Personnel office, Room 116.
Overnight parking is not permitted on city streets without hay.
big obtained a permit from the
City police.
The construction of new buildings on the campus and the maintenance of clear passageways for
(Ire-fighting equipment and general safety makes it necessary to
prohibit parking its several areas
on and adjacent to the campus.
Students and faculty are again
urged to carefully observe all
parking regulations. Cooperation
in the past has been excellent.
Continued thoughtfulness and obedience of regulations is again solicited.
Daily Greyhound buses from San
Mateo and Palo Alto are to be
routed directly to San Fernando
have 35 more persons than heretofore. Approximately 400 persons
will be teaching at San Jose State
college this fall.
All is in readiness for a new
crop of students. As never before,
the institution stands ready to
serve the youth of California.
JOHN T. WAHLQUIST,
President,

Aerondutics Dept.
Created at College
Creation of a new Aeronautics
department has been announced
by President John T. Wahlquist.
Formerly a part of the Engineering department, the newly -formed
Aeronautics department will offer
four-year programs leading to A.B.
degrees in two fields: aeronautical
maintenance and aeronautical operat ion.
Heading the new department
will be Thomas E. Leonard, assistant professor of aeronautics.
Other staff members will be Nicholas Millchevich, teaching aircraft
structures, materials and processes, and Arnold True, associate professor in the Natural Science department, teaching meterology and
Richard Rymer, a
navigation.
and Fourth streets and will circle
the campus for the benefit of
commuters from up the Peninsula.
Stanley C. Benz, Dean of Men.

part-time instructor and project
engineer at Hiller-Helicopter, will
instruct a course in aeronautical
drafting to be given in the evening and open to the general public.
Several new developments for
the department have been announced by Leonard. as follows:
Plans are under way for doubling
laboratory space for the fall enrollment, by utilizing the Quonset
hut vacated by the Engineering
’department laboratory. Both the
buildings are located on the San
Carlos street side of the campus.
A course entitled, "Introduction
to Aeronautics" will be given for
the first time in cooperation with
the Air Force ROTC unit. Enrollmentin upper division courses in
the Air Force ROTC will be largely limited this year to students
who are guslified to became pilots.

r_
I Through The Years

,mm.
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have served State students with the best in baknry
goods reasonabl too!

we

Come in. We guarantee you will be pleased
or

money cheerfully refunded.

CHATTERTON BARMY
I
CY 4-3.717
Next to Longs
I221 South Second .

you never believed poSitg:.;:now offered inkthese NEW PARKER
Ready now
"51" and "21" Peas.
at your pen dealer’s in time
for fall ... for all those who
are tired of pens thatcscrata,-balk or rough up
Try these
new Electro-pIished Pens at
the first pd-ssibl
moment.

e-

SHOW SLAW
Studio:
"FROM HERE
TO ETERNITY"
Sterr;riq11URT LANCASTER
OUIORAH KERR
FRANK SINATRA
DONNA REED

veterans

Homo

Imes es Perlis"

California:
Den Maoist Jetty Leek
"THE CADDY"
ohs - "GUN WILT’

United Artists:
’4

MARKETING STUDENTS!
If yaw ars irestestee is
Rift
Parks* Pis Company as awe
blowy fat Nom paw ern ad.
ysetisiita fof insirtuoills. wit "AM
I. Oho boat 51 5vt
’Why. lust send yiKor novelist wills detailed wads41111 is Gelog Eddy, Adydrtlelimp allanfivs, Elm
Per1110 Put Cooped’’,
Ismystrilk, Wis.

4

Will your pen writ, without any pressure at all?
These new Parkers yilll
They’ve been finished to an
incredible degree of smoothness by
an exclusive new pen point process ...
-- "Elootro-Polishing." It employs
a special solutios charged with
electricity which dissolves oven
the microscopic roughness that
might linger on the nibs. Result:
gbaolute gmoothneas. _You lid,
across paper.
See these klyy Parker
"51" and "21" Pens now at your
dealer’s. The Parker Pen Coapan2
Janesville. Wisconsin, U.S.A.;
Toronto. Canada.

8.Y You, ipe611 studeRf card
It.
"4"’. Ma"Mi" OlCce
John Wiive

"ISLAND IN THE SKY"
plus. Th G,at Jesse Jmsis

El Rancho Drivt-in:
"THE MOON IS BLUE"
MeNanis.

’ BANDITS OF CORSICA"

Saratoga:
"SONG TO REMEMBER"
co,.’ w;4. Merle Climmte

lialex"51"2
21’Porker 51^ $12.,S0
$$90 510.00
MO

gad up Parker 021"

5

Setter Schools build a stronger America:"
MEk4SER OF THE WEDDING"

owe, len lar ne Priam Poo Comm,

1
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Seven Faculty
Thirteen PromotOd
Members Get
To Professorships
Leaves for Year
Promotion of 13 San’ Jose Slate faculty members to professor-

Seven faculty members were
ships was announced during the summer by Dr. John T. Waklquist.
granted sabbatical leaves for the
colle president
The following were promoted to professors: Marion T. &rd. Rob-. 1953-54 school year, it was anert Bremen, James E. Curtis, Winifred Ferris, Mary Grace Homilies, nounced by Dr. John T. Wahlquist,
Hubert A. Harris, William D.*
college president.
Moellering, Lawrence H. Mouat,
While traveling in Europe, Dr.
Paul Roberts, Ralph A. Smith,
Elmer H. Staffelbach, professor of
James E. Stevenson. S. Laird Sivaeducation, will study European
gert and Otho Clinton Williams.
school systems. and Dr. Earl C.
Promoted to associate professors
Dr. Marques E. Reitzel of the Campbell. professor of political
were James H. Anderson, Mary D.
department has retailed from science, will do research in county
Booth, Eleanor M. Coombe, Dean Art
a six-months’ sabbatical leave to government.
R. Cresap. Harry Engwicht, NorDr. William Hermann*, assistman 0. Gunderson, Jack H. Holant professor of modern languages,
land. Richard W. Kilby and Elizawill give a series of lectures in
beth M. Loeffler.
German universities, and creative
Assistant professorships were
work will occupy the time of Dr.
awarded to Angelo C. Centanni.
Esther Shephard, professor of
Wayne E. Champion. Robert ColeEnglish.
man, Warren W. Faus, Francis G.
Dr. Irene Palmer, professor of
Gale.
physical education, is writing a
Floyd Greenleaf, Nadine A.
book on problems in physical eduHammond, Rae Henderson, Marcation and is developing visual
jorie Lhnbocker, H. Robert Pataids.
terson, William Perry, Leonard G.
Forrest J. Baird, assistant proStanley, Violet Thomas, William
fessor of music, and James F. JaH. Vatcher and Raymond E. Wil, cobs, assistant professor of Engkerson.
I lish, have been released for advanced graduate study.

Art Prof Returns
To Teaching Post

New System
For Activities
Is Instituted

Assumes Position
Now serving as chairman of the
San Jose State Nursing Education department is Associate ProDR. MARQUES E. REITZEL
fessor Grace Evelyn May Staple,
who assumed the chairmanship
resume teaching duties at the col- during the summer.
lege.
Also appointed to a nursing cd.
-- The six months were spent with
tours of a great many major Milleges between California and New;
York and with visits to artist
friends along the route.
During his absence from the mlloge, Dr. Reitzel also found time
to do between 15 and 20 paintings I
in California sites which, when
completed are tentatively plannedl
to be shown at the college at Dr.
Wahlquist’s and faculty requests.

A new individual activities record of every student enrolled in
San Jose State college is being in-;
Ftituted this fall quarter, it has
twen announced by Dean Helen ,
Dimrnick.
"We think this new system is
going to help the student, not only
now when choosing committees,
hut later on when they want the
support of the college for promonon, jobs or transfer to another
college,", reported Dean Dirrimick.
The record sheets, whiel. are
being passed out to the students
when 00 registration fees are
paid.
will
be collected by
facnity members when the final
registration cheek -out is made
Dr. Ralph J. Smith head of the!
In the Men’s gym.
Engineering department, today is- ,
The records will be filed in the
sued an invitation to all interested
Dean of Women’s office, Room
persons to visit the new Engineer-1
114, and will be available to stulog building which is located on
dents. After a student has graduSan Antonio street between Sevated the records will be transferenth and Eighth streets.
red to the Personnel office to be
According to Dr. Smith all of
used as reference when calls are
received from companies seeking the Engineering department’s!
information about prospective em- ’equipment has not been moved In
as yet, but a good over-all view oil
ployees.
A great Many requests for in- the building and its purpose can
formation concerning the Indi- be obtained.
This will mark the first time 1
vidual’s activities and personal
Interests are received every the new Engineering building has
week by the Dean of Women been in use during a regular sessad the Dean of Men, Dean sion of the college.
Dimmieic remarked. "It is to the
student’s advantage that these
flies be kept complete and ’acMeals will be served in the cafecurate."
"We are going to sohcite the teria in the Honip Econcridcs
cooperation of groups and indi- building today and tomorrow, acvidual students to keep the file up cording to Mrs. Fern Wendt.
Mrs. Wendt said that service
to date as they take on new activities. If they will report to this will start at 11 o’clocic this morn
office any new activity, we’ll see ing and end at 1:90 this afternoon.1
It is properly entered," said Dean The same hours will prevail toTIWO/N)W.
Dirtunick.

Invitation Issued
To Visit Building

Meals Served

custstliand 9ountaisf
6:30 a.m. ’fil 6

Umctue

Major

Offered

Here

igl’ARTAN DAILY

’

Beginning this quarter, San Jose
major in psychiState will offer
atric technology, unique in that
the program is not available in any:
other college or university in the
Savings of 25 per cent, plus onetrip buying convenience, are reUnited States.
alized by a growing number of
The new major department, part students who have learned Caliof the Nursing Education program, fornia Book Company’s courseWill grant BA degrees in psychia- requirement lists make it unutctric technology at the completion canary for them to attend classes
before getting their needs.
of four years of study in the field.
By coming in immediately after

Students Save 25%,
Buy Texts Before
First Class Meets

Students who enroll in the pro- rellistering, they have the heat
chances of obtaining used texts
gram directly from high school
-before they are all sold. California
will spend the summer session beCompany, through its eon.
tween their first and second col- .B4*
’ tact. with all the nation’s other
loge years in a hospital affiliation
college stores, obtains fine second program.
hand copies of many texts ne% en
The fourth sear of the college used on this campus before.
To protect students who &op
program will consist of clinical
training in Agnew -State hospital 01. change courses. CalBook giNva
lull r, funds for the twit 10 days
and the Sonoma State home.
have nothing to lose and evtrypsychiatric
technicians of each term. So wise students
For
whose previous training, exper- thing to gain: "Come early, hand
knee, and scholastic records justi- a clerk your Reg -Card and as% e
fy if; the fourth year is planned to money, get everything in one trip,
provide training in supervision, avoid the class -day crowded rush,"
ward management, administration CalBook urges.
Many courses do not require
ucation position was SJS graduate texts or supplies, and the Call:kink
Mrs. Josephine M Coppedge, who lists state so. Moreover, eddiis new assistant director of nuts- tional savings of from 25 to 50
ing education of Son Jose Hospi- per cent cam be realized by selling
tel School of Nursing. The School texts back to CalBook at the close
of Nursing is a direct affiliate of of the term.
(Aglertkormati
San Jose State.

You’ll Be Sorry
Lose Money
IF YOU DON’T TRY US FIRST FOR

USED TEXTS
We scour the country to get used books
for all courses.
If we don’t have ’em, nobody has.
But we handle new texts, too.

p.m. Daily

Also Art, Engineering and Stationery Supplies

Attention Spartans
Check These First Week Specials

BE SAFE AND SAVE

1juiI like 9t !
keit Cocktail with Toast
Strawberry Waffles
Itasaberger Doles.
S

_Mc
"

Also Complete Breakfasts,
Sandwiches, French Fries, Salads
Make Sureryland Fountain your headquarters
for coffee breiabs and between doss snacks

25e

$

and teaching experience,
The propcksed curriculum has
much in common with the stand ard nursing t airting program

No need to go to class first We know the
texts by course and instructor.

ACROSS FROM WOMEN’S GYM
Open

Monday, Sept. 21, 1953

with

CALIFORNIA BOOK CO.
134 E. SAN FlIttlANDO MUT
Jest Across Foartk frees th Student Union

Hundreds Jam Three Departments Move
Student President Coop Opens Today Frosh Camp
With ‘Neu) Look’;
Asks Spartans
Hours, 710 4:30
To Help in ASB
4
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The Coop has taken on a new
look.
By JOHN AITKEN
Completely remodeled, it opened
today at 7 cm. and will be open
student Body President,
At my recent visit to Asilomar until 4:30 p.m.. according to Wilwhere Freshman Camp was being liam Feltz, graduate manager.
held. I was happy to see the enUnder a $15.000 budget, the
thusiasm and spirit that the new Coop has been rejuvenated during
students showed. My only regret the summer into a cafeteria dewas that we couldn’t have had signed to accommodate 160 pere.-r) new student able to by at sons. Formerly, it accompanied
this camp for indoctrination to 106.
our school,
"We are emphasizing (ant servI know that many of you new ice," said Feltz. "And the prices
students will want to he active are the same as last year."
In campus acti%ines and student
The food will he served cafeeovernment. I also .realize that
most of the newcomers don’t’ know teria #tyle, he said. Students are
just how to go ;await getting reoueihed to enter at the door
into activities here at State. That closest to the Speech and Drama
the eptire point of this article. building. The exit is on the other
side.
My aliggestion to all new stuThe interior of the Coop now
dents is that they try to attend
their etas* council meetings and hat a _new tile floor, fluorescent
all other committer meetings that lighting, stainless steel ser%ing
they feel Might interest them. counters, and new tables and
All of these meetings will be an- chairs. Along the walls stools and
nounced in the Spartan Daily small eating counters have been
constructed. The tables are dis"Meet inw Column "
tif course your actichies pro- persed in the middle of the floor.
gram can he overdone so don’t
rry to take on too much all stoner. Also don’t feel discouraged
ilasI
if you can’t find something you like
right away. Remember, there is a
place for everyone in student actoiLesSo, may I wish all the new stirROOk AND BOARD
dents good luck and let’s have a
Men: Room and board. Nice
successful activities year.
large rooms, 1008 The Alameda.
Mrs. Broyles. Bus stops at door.
CY 5-9446.
Men students waisted: To room
and board at "101 Manor," 101
N. Fifth street. Good food and
study facilities. Television. All for
only $47.50 mo. Call CY 7-9997 or
The student V Is holding an open drop around.
house Wednesday e%ening from
Board for men student*: $30 per
7 30 to 11 p.m., for all new and
mo. Good food, Eleven meals per
old st talent
milearat teachers and students week. "101 Manor." 101 N. Fifth
who will he serving internships street. Come over or call CY
send therefor off campus this quar- 7-9997.
FURNISHED ROOMS
ter (tumid sign up for their gritliUAlum picture’s at the La Torre
Vatualked moss: $10 and $15.
booth behind the Men’s gym on Kitchen. No drinking or smoking.
georation days
Male students. Call CY 3-3308.
t

eettngs

They’re Brand New!
by

Roblee

Quinley aaded that the old
Three departments have moved
year apartment houses on Seventh
from their old quarters last
Quinley, and San Antonio streets, which
Into new buildings, C. W.
were used last year for classFreshman camp was again a jr.. acting registrar, reported Frirooms in industrial arts and eii.
success with the enrollment of day.
gineeting, are being torn down
400 freshmen and transfers. The
The Engineering department and
make room for the expansion
registrars. had to refuse 170 ap- the Music department have moved to
program at the college.
plicants because of the limited into new buildings, and the Jour- building
The barracks on San Carlos
facilities at Asilomar.
nalism department has moved into
and con- street, formerly occupied by the
The camp lasted three days, the old music building
into the Journalism and Police depart.
floor
second
the
Skits
verted
Tuesday.
Sunday through
are now being utilized as
editorial offices of the Spartan tnents
the Police school.
Daily.

ITALIAN RESTAURAN1
Pay LITTLE -Eat BIG!

BETTER
FOOD!
BILL ECKERT
and discussion groups outlined the
entertainmt.ntThb campers
rs
, Put mimportant, student government.
John Aitken, student body president, was the principle student
speaker. President Wahlquist and
Dean DeVoss were the main speakers of the 25 faculty members who
attended.
The success of the camp is attributed to Patty Engerud, Sunji
Ito, and Bill Eckert, vice president of the student body.
Said Eckert, "I think this year’s
camp was especially successful because it made the students feel
as if they belonged to San Jose
State."
Eckert said that next year they
plan to have two freshman camps
to take care of the large incoming
freshman class.

BETTER
PRICES!

ITALIAN DINNERS
STEAK DINNERS
CHICKEN DINNERS
SPECIAL DINNERS
EVERY NIGHT
WEDNESDAY STEAK
DINNER
$1.55
THURSDAY ITALIAN
DINNER
$1.00

ITALIAN RESTAURANT
Open 11:00

A.M. to 9:00 P.M.Sat. and Sun. to 9:30

175 SAN AUGUSTINE STREET
Downstairs

CY 4-5045

YOUR
FAVORITE
CLASSIC...
You’ll need at least one pair of
these super-smart saddles for your

Only

casual

13"

wardrobe. The classic

saddle pattern,

in

soft leathers

characteristic of Westport. Shown
is but one of the several styles
available

in

your

size.

$895

Both
Full
I.eather
Lined

Fine
Grain

Scotch
Crain
Rich in lustrelong
on stamina . . real
foot luxury.

Albion G rain
a quality you
would scarcely
expect at this
moderate pcice.
At Our
MEN’S STORE
40 South First

Otbar Westport
Styles at $7.1S

we stport
SADDLES

Many Counles !Married
During Summer Months
Summer, being a traditionally
rornsmtic time of year, found many
Spartan affiliates joining Cupid’s
ranks of just -marrieds.

/

Now living in Hawaii are Mr.
and Mrs- Edward Caroetiecca (Dorothy Mae Carroll). Dorothy attended State and Heald’s Business
college. Ed also attended State
and wail affiliated with Lambda
Chi Alpha. He is stationed in the
Islands as an ensign in the Navy.

day and Wednesday, Sept. 22 and
23, at 4 p.m.
All college students are eligible
to try out for these two Maim
productions for the fall quarter.
Copies of the plays are on reserve
in the Reserve Book room,
"Twelfth Night" is scheduled
to run Oct. 21, 24, 29, 90 and el.
while "The Winslow Boy" nil
play on the eights of Dee. 4, 5,
la 11 amid /2.
"Twelfth Night". (or "What You
Will) is rated as one of Shakespeare’s most delightful comedies.
It is a drama of deception and the
deceived w h i c h contains such
amusing characters as Malvalio,
Sir Toby Belch, Sir Andrew Aguecheek and Viola.
The comedy tells in spirited acthin and flexible dialogue the story
of romantic love, of various and
contrasted character, of comic, be.
wiklering entanglements and mistaken identity.
"The Winslow Boy" in 1947
was the Critics Award as the
best foreign play of the year.
This absorbing dramas of ’fan,Ill Ole was a tremendous bit in
London sad Its swoon there has
been duplicated in this country.
The play deals with a simple in cident that ultimately grows into
a cause which nearly shakes the
foundations of the English government. This-play, although dealing
with material of import. is human
In its comic elements.

Childrey-Arniell
Sisemore-Ylviano
SJS graduates Nancy Childrey
Helen Sisernore, former SJS stuand Pfc. William Arrnell exchang.
ed wedding vows in San Jose and dent, and Robert Viviano, who
now are living in Monteeby while graduated from State in June,
were married in Reno this summer. They now are at home at
University Village, Santa Clara,
Dr. L. C. Newby, head of the Where Bob is enrolled in Santa
Modern Language department. an- Clara Law School. He was presi- ings college, is stationed at Mofnounced this week that Dr. Wil- dent of the local chapter of Delta (et Field.
More-Quhiley
barn Hermann:has taken a year’s Sigma’
.
leave of a
Lorelee More of the colleke per. Replacing Dr.
Ferris-Latter
Hermanns rapir Jose Luis DelaLate August rites united Nancy sonnel office became the bride of
,
Presilla.
Ferris and Dean Latter, USN. C. W. Quinley jr., acting registrar,
According to Dr. Newby, Dr. Nancy, a member of Delta Nu at the Memorial Chapel in August.
DelaPresilla is a native of Mad- Theta, honorary home economics The couple, who held their receprid, Spain and earned his doctor- society, was graduated from State tion in the Student Union, now are
ate at the University of Madrid.
in June. Dean:who attended Host- at home in San Jose.

Prof Takes Leave

SrUtTAN DAILY

I
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’ the benedict is stationed at’ Fort
G.J. Nancy was a member of Kap-i A udi t i o n a for Shakespeare’s
-Pa Alpha Theta and Key club. and , "Twelfth Night" and Terence RatBell was affiliated with Alpha Tauitigao., ’The Winslow Boy" will be
Omega.
’held in the Little ’Theater llses-

Boothby-Ovrie
Vogel-Coates
States Memorial Chapel was
State’s
Virginia Vogel. former Speech
the setting for the marriage of
Margaret Eloothby, daughter of and Drama department secretary,
-Associate Professor of Music 1..
4 became the bride of H o w a r d
dia W. Boothby’r: and William Du -Coates in North Hollywood in Aug’ laney Gwin, professor of chernis. net. The newlyweds are living in
try at the University of California. 1-ai AngelesMargaret, a graduate of Pomona
Nanklvell-Freitas
college, was on the SJS clerical
Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Freitas
staff for a year and has been em- (June Nankivell) now are at home
ployed in the graduate office at In San Jose after having been wed
Cal.
in State’s Memorial Chapel. They
Gervais-Hamilton
plan to continue studies at SJS
Also married in Memorial Cha- as graduate students.
pel were Caries Gervais and Roliertolani-Gagilardl
bert Hamilton jr. Cariee, who atCharleen Etertolani, SJS gradutended school here and also at the
University of California, was affil- ate, changed her name to Mrs.
iated with Alpha Omicron Pi. Rob- Carl Gagliardi in a double-ring
ert, who was a member of Sigma ceremony performed in Modesto.
Alpha Epsilon while here, now is ’I1w bride, a Gamma Phi Beta afan engineer for Kaar Engineering filiate, now is teaching locally.
corp. of Palo Alto.
Carroli-Carneatires
Wlso-Oovel
Mary Ellen Wise and Burton
Covet, SJS alumni, were married
during the summer in San Luis
Obispo. They are making their
home , in Palo Alto, where both
hold teaching positions.
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All Students May
!Auon for Two Visits Pl,anned College Hires
Stage Productions By Fraternities New Teachers
During Week
the 11th street fraternities
will have an open house on wed_
nesday evening beginning at 720
pm., according to Mary Scarper,
representative of the InterfraterCouncil .
i
Fraternities located elsewhere in
the city will hold their open houses
on Thursday evening at the same
time, Scarper reported.
The open houses do not constitute part of the official rushing
program. This will not start until
appt. 28.
Transfer students are especially
invited to visit the houses.
’
To be eligible for rushing on this
ComPos, a man must be on clear
standing and carry a minimum of
12 units.
Rushing brochures will be available at a booth on registration day
or in the Dean of Men’s office.
All interested parties are urged to
fill out the applications at either
the booth or in the Dean’s office.

Student Y Plaris
For Open House
The Student Y will hold an open
house Wednesday evening, ScPa23, from 7:30 tO 11 p.m. at the Y
house, 272 S. Seventh street, amcording to Miss Janet Seitz, president
Group singing, informal game.
and refreshments will highlight
this first meeting and students
will also be able to purchase ticketa Wednesday evening for the an.
nual Crununey barbecue on Sept
30.
"All new stadenta, both freshmen and trarugem, are especially
invited to come, to meet new
friends and to learn about the Y
and its program," Miss Seitz
concluded.

Five new professors have been
added to the Natural Science department for the coming year, Sc.
cording to Mrs. Marion Smith, depertinent secretary.
The professois and their subjects are: Mr. Richard Hartesveldt,
biology; Dr. L. R. Mewaldt. zooDr. Marvin Shrewsbury,
logy;
anatomy: Dr. Wilbur Sprain, pity Weal science, and Miss Grace Stnpie, heed of nursing education.

Cal aid Koroa Yeti
Find Used Textbooks
Assist Budgets
More than ever before, now that
they must pay cash for books and
Is up plies, California State and
Korea Veterans are realizing that’
California Book Corn p a n y is
sYnonYrncaza with the secondhand
textbooks that stretch their
baddet "IanCalBook each term scours the
country’s college bookstores for
sec-owl/tend texts, especially those
never before used on this campus,
for the benefit of students wit h
limited finances, who now include
Cal and Korea Vets despite increase, in their subsistence.
To assure themselves of getting
used teats, slide rules, drawing
gets and many similar supplies.
students must go to CalBook as
soon as they’ve registered, for
secondhand items sell out rapidly.
At CalBook they need (nib. to
hand a clerk their registration
cards, specifying that they want
used books wherever possible, and
the clerk, by referring to course
reqiurement lists, will obtain all
their needs jor the WM- ilit one
time.
Full refunds are given; CalBook on all purchases for the first
10 days of each term to protect
students who drop or c h an g e
courses.
Vialwatisaawat)

FRESHMEN! NEWCOMERS!
SHOP THE UPPER-CLASSMEN WAY N
DON’T WAIT TILL YOU’VE BEEN TO CLASS TO GET YOUR BOOKS AND SUPPLIES

BUT COME OVER AS SOON AS YOU’VE REGISTERED
WE KNOW AND

STOCK

NEW AND

USED

BOOKS FOR ALL COURSES

Also References, Collateral Readings and Outlines
Art4 ’Engineering and Other Supplies
FULL REFUNDS FOR FIRST 2 WEEKS OF EACH TERM

- SAVE TIME -- SAVE MONEY

CALIFORNIA BOOK CO.
Just Across 4th from Student Union
"Your Friendly Student Store"

134 E. San Fernando

dolir

1
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Crafts Instructor jr-tacementificis
In Part and
Position Open
Full Time Jobs

A position as arts and Crafts
teacher is oPett in Southern California for eitiihie teacher Candi"
The college Placement office. Iodates. Miss DirksK. Robinson, di- rated in Room 100 of the Adminanplacement,
Teeter of teacher
tat ration building, is prepared once
nounceit Friday.
again to aid students in obtaining
Entrance salary for the job full or part-time jobs, according
rnoges from 1310 to $X56 month- to Dr. Vernon Ouellette, place.
I., depending ispon the candidate’s ment officer.
ayaderrik qualifications, Miss RoThe Placement office acts an
hinstin, said. Merit increases will an employment office for sin appointees
toProgress to dents while they are In .4.1itio9
enable
salaries ranging frtim $376 to $436.. and also helps many graduating
while employees who complete ad- seniors in locating their first
dit.onai academic training after
t -college job. The latter is
appointment May earn incentis-e particularly true In the ease g
maximum salary of ti..chpr candidate..
lrieremsAS--to
/041 a Month.
’ Teaching positions throughout I
The ptisitiop entails instruetion th e entire country and in some
ni patients in a State hospital for , foreign nations are filled through
the mentally. deficient, mentally , the efforts of the Teacher Placeor the inmates of a State car-’ment office which is under the dirietional Institution. Group and rection of Miss Doris K. Robinson.
individual instruction and super- All teacher candidates are requirmalt in’ wearing rugs and scarves. ed., to register with Miss Robin.,
’raffia and straw weaving are in- son’s office, which is located in the
chided in the work program.
Placement office, and she and her
staff attempt to place graduating
leacher candidates in positions
which will be most beneficial to
both .themselves and their future
imployers.
Assisting other students in
f urrontly on display In the
finding full-time employment Is
mensal floor hail of the SelMrs, Utorence Kelientierger, who
ene". building is the -largest pais In contact with many private
per wasip nest most el the %cland go%ernmental employment
osure dipartment staff members
offices. Student.. In the field of
cer
seen," Mr. John liar the business world have found
trill,. sftsbotant professor of bluiMrs. Kellenberger of great IAng) and VI Irner education, re.1rituncp In finding employment
ported Frida).
noon gradual ion.
The giant u,isp nest was prePart-time employment secretary
sented to the department by a in ’the Placement office is Mrs.
pest abatement operator of
Nancy Diem. It is her job to place
prl ate pest control concern, Mr.
students in the many part-time
liarsilie said. The nest was die- jolts available in the San Jose
co. -red by the operator at the tsr,ia Students who desire work of
site of one of his compuny’ Jobe I this nature should register with
in the an Jose res.
Mrs. Diez in the Placement office
as soon As possible.
Most of the part-time jobs currently available are listed daily
Ion the bulletin board located in
. this hallway outside the Placement
ofTice. After registering with Mrs.
INez, the student job hunter should .
Teacher candidates who will cheek the cards on the board daily
the position they want
graduate hp December and who for
Jobs presently listed on the
ale interested in work in a forrigncountry are eligible for.seven boeuirtlinclude gardening work,
ktb openhydi in an American school baby and child rare, process servIn Sap Salvador. Central America. Ise in the PaloiAlto area. salesmen.
Miss Doris.. K. Robinson. director, bus boys and dishwashers and a
n/ teacher placement, announced parking lot attendant. One interkitting job for a man student is
Friday.
f:acuela Americana
American (that of moving beds in a sorority
school) di San Salvador will need! house. However. this }oh is of a
six teachers beginning Feb. 4, Miss. temporary nature,

-

-

l’iant Wasp Nest
In Science Room

Positions Offered
In Foreign Region

Robinson said. The Jobs include
kindergarten and art, second.
third, foutth, sixth and eighth
grades.
I,
Another
ocher will be needed
Cartoonists and persons with
at the se
I beginning Jan: 4. writing talent who like to turnI
Veer the non grade. This position lout light poetry and articles are!
offers- a slinky of $2625 for the I Invited to sign up for the campusl
sietvar-and onethalf month session..1 feature magazine, Lyke, according .1
Candidates for these jobs MUNI to Mrs. Dolores Spurgeon, adviser
sum a one: year-contract r
to the quarterly.
Sfni.1104 intyreV1 in these’ OP.
Course numbers are Journalism
poiiiinit les may oin
l
further de - 64 ABC. 102 ABC and 103 ABC.
tails from Miss Robinson In the
ke’s editors tot- the conning
I LY
Placement, Offiee, Room 1(X).
,quartv will he Duane Florini and
Muriel Voight,
Lyke is an offset magazine.

Submit To Lyke9
Talent Invited

La. Torre Wants
Experienced Ilelp I:Spartan Shop To
Weleome on the. staff iiiOen
Open Event rigs
Torre, thi college yearbook. are
B

persinns Who have had experience
working on filch school or junior
college yearbooks or who have hail
business i4xperience, Mrs. Dohires
Sporgeon.! adviser to the annual
publicatioh. announced today.
Course tinthers are Journalism
63 Altr, it 10 ABC and. III AP(’
eo-editors for this year’s ptilili:
cation
r and
Flanagan

-

The Spartan Shop will be open
from 7 R.M. to 930 p.m. on Wed nestlay. Thursday and Fridly of
isizistration week, R. M, Atkinson,
num/weir of the shop, announced
:today.
:Si-cording to Atkinson, the put-pose of the evening opening is to
arcommodale students who have
other fret’ rime in which to buy

v.in tw Francs, RiuIuinii ncr
novvir

TYPEWRITERS
RENTED
Special Rates to Students

HUNTER’S
OFFICE EQUIPMENT CO.

71 East San Fernando

Ilo

Mondar. Sept. 21. 1163
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WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 21st to 23rd
SALE RUNS MONDAY TO
STORE
SPLIT
HOURS
COWHIDE
WEEKDAYS
BRASS ZIPPER TWO POCKETS DOUBLE
9 cm. fo 10 p.s,
BOOSTER AND WITH SLIP.IN STURDY
SUNDAY
PLASTIC
I I are-, to
P.m I III III
CARRYING
HANDLES.

11:31
2:30
344
5th,

LEATHER BINDER

FILLER
PAPER
2 or 3 Holo
Narrow Of
Wid Line.
REG. 10c

A $2.50
VALUE

details. Schick will
refund full purchase price.

PLUS TAX

UTILITY BAG
ZIPPERED WITH
SHOULDER STRAP
ASSORTED
COLORS

5,

GIANT SIZE TUBE
A Terrific Ilsniatia At Only

\

PLASTIC

ill IN SOLID AND PLAID COLOR
WITH LOOP
TO HOLD HALF
PINT THERMOS.
ONLY

UTILITY KITS

19(

A TERRIFIC VALUE’IN

MISSES
BLOUSES

Zippered Plastic
FOR MEN
SEAMLESS,
IN
BLUE
OR
BROWN.
WITH
CARRY
LOOP
REG. 70.:

15C

A New Shipment of Thus
Lo.,00ly Blouse’ Has Just Arrived. In Cool Rayon Linen
or Cotton Siisrsuckor. In
Whit, or Assorfool Colors
Of

49i

T9

Desiges.

Shirt Style or
Peter Pan Collars
Sizes 32 to 40

3-RING BINDER

SPECIAL SALE!
Save 61 c
on this famous name brand

Cloth Congo, Geld
Trim. Standard
BEG. 49c
Site

LIPSTICK
WE CAN’T ADVERTISE THE
NAME, BUT THE REGULAR
PRICE IS $1.00
Your ChoIc
Of The Full Range

15’

.

04 Colors

5’

4 I 6
INCHES
REG.
lot-

PLUS TAX

DICTIONARY

STUDENT LAMP

OVER 52.000 ENTRIES
900
PAGES
REG.
95c

HEAVY BRONZED METAL BASE,
NO -SCRATCH FELT BOTTOM.
STURDY FLEXIBLE NECK, ADJUSTABLE KICK LONG CORD.

79(

REG. $7.94
LONGS
LOW PRICE

39,

TYPING
PAPER

ZOOK FOR ME

RED HEAD

LIGHTWEIGHT
REG.
25c

HOT PLATE
BEAUTIFULLY
CHROMED
U L. APP D

$159

5’

WEBSTER’S

GOOSENECK

FINE MATERIALS. QUICK
SERVICE. ROLL OF S FILMS
ONE PRINT EACH
IN EITHER REGULAR
QR JUMBO SIZE.
PER ROLL

3 3c

INDEX
CARDS

In A

Lovly Gold Cu..
While They Last
Get A Shad For
Every Purpose.

15

STENO.
BOOKS

natter/

ANY
REG.
’25c
BOOK

15

- I .......

Less Than Half!

,., 29 ......,. .

Woodbury’s
SHAMPOO
REGULAR II CO
BOTTLE OF THIS FAMOUS SHAMPOO.
LONGS
LOW
PRICE

No

o
i

4y

klitdo

blood
’I
Woad

/I

SS

KLEENEX TISSUES
SOFT WHITE AISORIIENT
BOX OF
300

20c

.

%,

eye

Issoolus

RE G7

5C

1
O

MID
Man

PORTFOLIO
"Top Ten"

s

wow’

I
I
1

- 8:.
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tug
MW
12:3
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to
Mar

Spa
Pre
Her
Spa
12::
140.

LUNCH KIT

SPIRAL
NOTEBOOK
ANY
REG.
10c
TYPE

CHLOROPHYLL

TOOTH PASTE

(

98. N....,
98,

FILLER
PAPER
Narrow or
Wiel Lin.
2 or 3 Holii
REG. 2Sc

WRIGLEY’S SPEARMINT

PLASTIC

Composition
iMCS
ANY
REGULAR
lIc
TYPE

RAZOR KIT

5c

FILLER"
PAPER
100
COUNT
PKG.
REG. 29c

SCHICK INJECTOR
Corn’s in for

TYPING
PAPER
GOOD
COUNT
REG.
10c

EVERSHARP

/
/

MANILA
FOLDERS
3

10 YEAR GUARANTEE

by Hsi maker of Ow
WORLD’S ’,AIRIEST RIMING PIN

FOR

REG.
2 FOR
Sc
awnalmialslwallatIm~.’
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fro!
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Registration Change Schedule 1Band Director
Nleeds piayers i,r ram Division
,
Opens Sales on
Monday, Sept 21, 1153
-
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PRY: Chsages--9.30 Philos. 6, Ro(Continued from Page 1)
190A Moved from J3 to 196 S. bhuidri, changed from 306 S. 5Ukf
Room L to 1205: 1030 Ptilload
. Eighth, Roma Jr
50A. Ebersole. changed from 30d1 Dr. Robert Fiestik, director.,
ChangeS. 5th Room 1, to auditorium.
HOME ECONOMICS:
ISPartsn bands. inflect = tfletto. ’Season
I Spartan Daily staff oiembers are
sociAL saENcE: changer._ !nonto students with musical ell- I Season tickets for the six plays isiowly getting adjusted to their
E. 110, Advanced Foods,
he givers at 1:30-420 on Trio .in- 8:30 Pol. Sci. IA MWF 53 Swagert , Oerience to come join the Spartan ;which are scheduled by the Slleeeb : new quarters in the old Moak
stead of 2;aasao TTh; no Ifix: changed tit) Creaap;. 8:30 Pol. Sci I, marching band for the current ’ and Drama department for the !building at the northeast corner
’ cnming year may be reserved in
9 Elem. Nutrition will be given 112A mv7F RV Campbell changed I football seasixe
to Brazil; 9:30 Pub. Admin. 110/1
Room 57. according to Dr. Hugh of the Administration building.
.TTh.
H.E.105
will
on
330-5
from
According to Dr. Fiester, instru- Gillis department head.
* Several industrious VOlUllfeeri
TTh B13 Campbell changed to
be given at 9:30 MWF in 1317 in- Swagert; 10:30 Geog. 12113
AL4cirding to Dr Gillis. a stu- collaborated isle last week in getchang- merits and uniforms will be prosoled of 8:30 in,H441.
ed from Room L,2Il to 20: 10:30 ivideci to students tree of charge dent rate of S2 will be offered ting out today’s registration isMILITARY SCIENCE: Chances Hist 109’ front Rot 35 to 3102;
until Oct. 1. Faculty and general sue and by the end of the week
- 9:30 MS. 52A19:30 M.S. 52A, 10;30 His. 1214 from Ron 26 to land plenty of each are still avail- aamission rates foi the plays- 1, the entire fall quarter staff will
able.
11:30 M.S. 12, 110 M.S. 14, 2:30 L211: ’11:30 Pol. Set. 112A rrh
be in full swing.
are LI.
The hand director disclosed that
M.S. 1A. all MOiseed from 306 S. 33 Campbell to Brazil; 12:30 Pol.
Slated for production during the
For the information of those
1. Sci. 1A MWF 117 Cresap to Bra- he is not looking for genius but ; 1953-54 season are: -Twelfth students and faculty members who
5th. Room 2, to 306 S. 5th,
9:30 M.S. 102A, 10:30 M.S. 102A zil; 4:90 Pot Sci. 199 Campbell to .itudentii, who can play and are Night" by William Shakespeare, find occasion to telephone the
11.30 M.S. 1524, Jr*, iqs, 152A. Swagert; 700 p.m.. Pol. Set. 3 W interested in music. He said that directed by Associate FTofessor Daily, there has been a change
three out-of-toum trips have been John Kerr, Oct. 23, 24. 29. 30, 31; of telephone numbers. In the fu2:30 M.S-152A , all moved from Swagert (o Brazil in Rm 177.
306 S. WN*0M to los S.
SPEECH: Addltiests-7:30, ’Sp. scheduled for the band and that -Winslow Boy" by Terence Raul- ture the Editorial department may
5th, RoomQes- -4
2A, Pub. Speaking MWF Ran 157, an additional trip is contemplated. gen. directed by Associate Pro- be reached bye dialing extension
MODERN LANGUAGE: Mange Mitchell (3); 7:30-9:45 Sp. 2A,
Students may sign up in Room fessor Elizabeth Loeffler. Dec. 3, 210 and the Advertising depart ’
8:30 Span. &A instructor chang- Publ. Speaking Trti
157:"Mit- 232 of the new Moire building or 4. 10, 11, 12: -Affairs of Motto!** meat at extension 21L
by Arthur Schnitzler. Feb. 4. 5,
cd from kft5vbir to Presilla; 9:30 chell 43): elhange--10:30 Speech the rpain office
13;
"Volpone"
11.
12.
by
Ben
JonGerm. istolfrorn-flaranions to Fer- 2A MWF from Balgooyen moved
PHOTOSTATS
son, directed by Dr. James Clancy,
rls; 9:30 Span. 10IA Trorn Moeller- from Apt. 4 to Apt. 3.
of nytkino em papr- ..ke.tolastic
’ No MIMI Games
- March 5. 6, 11, 12, 13; "Hedda
ing to Preen’s’: 1030 Germ. 10A . FACULTY OFFICE CHANGES:
records specielty.
cording to regulations set up Gailler" by Henrick Ibsen, diMWF 118, Verhaareh, changed to James E. Curtis from Apt. 111 to by the
Council of State College rected by Miss Loeffler, April 30,
American Moto Print Co.
12:30 MWF. Room 13. 10:30 Span. 165B; Henry C. Meckel-from B21
302 Contrnercierl Bldg. Seri Jose 13
1A. changed from Ferris to New- to 165C; G. W. Ford from Apt. Presidents, no state college is al- May 1, 6, 7, 8; "Theban Triology"
lowed to participate in post -sea- by Sophocles, directed by Dr.
CYpress 2-4224 or CTpriass 3-11543
by: 1030 Span. 10G, from Newby 1B to 165C; James A. Lindsay to
Clancy. June 4. 5. ill. 11. 12.
to Moellering: 11:30 GErrn. 2A, Apt. 1B; Arden Ruddell to Apt. 1B. , son games.
Verhaaren, room changed from 25
EDUCATION: Calieet --S:30 Edto 1161; /I:30 Germ. 100A, Her. w. 103, Audio Visual Aid MWF:
25.
11:30
manna, from 961 to
Cbange-3:30 Educ. 103. Audio
Span. 100A, front Moellering. to. Viwaild Aids MWF to 3:30 TTh
Presilla; 1:30 Germ. 20A, from! (3:30-4:45) lint 155, Brown.
Hermasins to Newby; 1:30 Span.
ENGLISH:Claanges-10:30 Eng.
2.1. from Newby to Presilla; 10:30
Span. 20A changed from 10:30 to IA MWF Shoupe. from Rm 952
12:30; from room 25 to 11; French to 306 S. 5th, Room 4; 10:30 Engl.
A MTWTh, Milford. from 306.S.
140A changed to Room 125.
5th. Room 10. to B52
NATURAL SCIENCE: (7haages ,
MATHEMATICS: Addition
- 9:30 Meteor. SO True. changedie
:30 Math. 37, Intermediate Cal(mm 306 S.’ 5th. IltnLi to B7; 3:30
culus MWF B14 Janison (3).
Nat. Setepee 110 changed from
MILITARY SCIENCE, ROTC:
Wed. to-es.; 10:30 Chem 11A
2:30 MS. ROTC ,
_to 240.5:20 Tues. ChaageAll
from
Friday 0.kan
classes have beecn ance-weRAFR
in S130; 3:31, tie*. get no Assem. classes have been canceled.
At 125 South Fourth (Across from Campus)
lily Awl.
.disutged to The&
MOD. LANGUAGES: Cluoigesat same time; 7:10 p.m. Sci. Ed,
2A MWF Verhaaren,
116 changed to Tues. and Thurs. 11:30 Germ.
Rol 25 to L211;
nights in.stead of Wed.: 2:30 Rio. changed from
11’30 Germ. 1(11/1.k from Ern 861
160, Gen. Bio. is listed incorrectly to
Rrn. 25.
as Gsrrral Biology. 10:30 Meta).
wel101 SEW section has been
Instead of Doff’s Spartan Inn
led.; 2:30 Chem. 130A
HARLESON’S
itieorrecflyptieduled
Lab
Stop at Spertan Inn for s full meal, snook.
IS OPEN TILL PAL
should be ThF. T
coffee briti nyfivatt. Top service and
or
tk best in food wilt be berg for you. We will
’Real Good Fiord
OCCUPATIONAL THESAft
to serve you tiourtovsly and prompfly.
continue
Reasonable, too!
Changes-12:30 0.T, 134A,- Doom
Only standard brand foods serued.
S210 moved from WThF4o,MThF.
7th & SANTA CLARA
PSYCHOLOGY itr. PHILOSO-

ot

Tickets

SPARTAN

INN

New Management & New Name

Callison’s Spartan Inn

Nvn

Mickey Mantle says:
"My Dad played semi -pro ball
and wanted me to play ball, too.
He put a glove on my hand when
I was just a kid. I loved
baseball from the start and I
worked hard at it to be good.
So far it looks like it paid off."

STIM715P SMOA7M$ CAM=
WREA/ / J0/11/677NE WINKEES
BECAUSE SO MANY Of MY 7EAM1447ES
SMOKED 71/EM 71/AT WAS A SMART
DECIS/0/V. CAMELS ARE MILD

avo smut nuirtici
-

Start
smoking
Camels
yourself!
0

’444 t.

Smoke only Camels for
30 days and find out why
Camels are America’s
most popular cigarette.
See how mild and flavorful
a cigarette can be!

Et

forfrodhers
otfity’

AGREE Willi MORE PEOPLE

71-IAN ANY OTHER CIGARETTE
--
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j Mosher Takes Army ROTC Colonel. Rogers
Women To Be Trained Over New Post To Offer New Takes Position
Type Training
By Police Department
X

Monday, Sept 21, 195.3
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For the firs+ time In the history of the college, women students
will be admitted into the police school here, reports Willard E.
Schmidt, heed of +hi police school.
"The need for women police is growing," Schmidt said, "and
the ’Agnes ere high in the field. We had a lot of inquiries from
high -school girls before, so wen
-"deckled to add a police women pok
o
rerticulinn to Our prirent"

G ceDepartment
sins New Member

meD:rand s.die:71711:42:sess::i:4411oghal e,livfice8ornow m
p c t i n g as interim president of
!Eastern Washington college of
I Education at Cheney, Wash. He
I was granted a year’. leave of absence (rom San Jose State to
!assume the Post.
, Taking his place for the 1953, 54 academic year is Dr. William

Schmidt said. that last year at
a convention of the California
Police Women’t Association held
In San Jose, he *eked them If they
Melvin’ Miner, 46, has joined
wanted ire assist the collegr’s po- the faculty of instructors in the
lice school in selecting the curri- Police School, according to Wileulunt and sponsoring the program. lard E. Schmidt, head of the de
department.
The asenciatiod gave its unani"Miller will instruct in the regumous Approval of the plan and
have enlisted in choosing the lar classes." Schmidt said, "but
he will specialize in sextants, narcolitis and immigration."
The Policii department head
Schmidt ’titled that the departsaid that he didn’t expect a veg, ment wanted to utilise MIIIWs
large registratiim the first quar- five years’ practical experience
ter Rut, he added, "I expect in- with. the U. S. Department of’
DR. RAYMOND M. mosmig%
terest to grow when the word gets Justice on the Madam border.
it round
11011er graduated from the Uni- G. Sweeney, former chairman of
versity of CNdorado with a RS the Education division Dr. Swee&Woeney also will have general superThe instructor, a family man, vision of the college Extension dlhas two boys, one 18 and another vision.
eight.
Acting chairman of the EducaSan Jose State college will be
tion division for the year is Dr.
cone of 20 colleges and univenities
William Ft. Rogers, professor of
In the enuntry to receive the 334
education.
Dr. Mosher had been a memWeetingtiouse Jet engine, the 1steat model released by the governber of the San Jose State faculty
ment ftsgines are "’given only to
since 1931, when his first appointschools offering A.B. degrees in
ment was as professor of psychoiSergeant Patrick Wahlen of the ’ osty. He is vice-president a the
aeronautics or engineering. It Is
an 11 -stage compresior, axial flow, Army ROTC announced this week Northwest Association of Secondthat San Jose State college will are and Higher Schools, ,an or,jet engine
compete in the Northern Califo- ganization dealing with the betin hand in the department tide Intetcollegiate Rifle associa- crediting at colleges and higher
piready et the 331 General Electric Orin again this year.
schools of the region, including 21
eant Wehlen emphasized 1California colleges.
cornpreesor type jet engine. The
college is the only school in Call. Jr;aces on the rifle team are
open to any member of the assoeirnia to have both models of jet elated student body of the college.
engines for in:One:liana! use.
Walblen invites interested persons to attend The (hit meeting of
Enrollm rrt in the Aeronautics .
.. team which will be
the rifle
held
debartrnern is also open to wo- . at 2:30 p.m. Sept. 29 in Room 1
men
at .306 S. Fifth Street
I,

College Receives
Latest Jet Model

Rifle Shooter
Places Open

*irl -, ,
V

Following the pattern of the
Military Acaderny at West Point,
the Army ROTC unit here will
now offer training leading to commissions in the Infantry, Corps of
Engineers and Military Police
Corps.
Since the unit was established
on the campus in 1948, instruction
has been limited to training for
the Military Police Corps.
Col. John E Rogers, new commanding officer of the unit, announces that students enrolled in
military science courses will, at
ttie beginning of their senior year,
have a choice of the three
branches of the Army service in
which they wish to specialize.
The curriculum in the freshman,
sophomore and junior years is also
being broadened in accordance
with the new policy. This year’s
senior, however, will complete
his training directed toward
, commissions as second lieutenants
in the Military Police Corps.

Student Teachers
Meet Tomorrow
Secondary level student teachers will meet Thesday, Sept. 22,
in the Little Theater for general
orientation before starting their
teaching assignments, according to
G. W. Ford, coordinator of
secondary teachers.
Assignments to general second.
cry, special secondary, and juniof
high positions will be made at the
meeting. About 50 candidates for
secondary credentials plan to do
student teaching this quarter, Dr.
Ford said.

New ecentlnillill. WSW of the
San Jose Statile 101111. Army
ROTC is Colonel Jahn Z. Rogers,
who succeeds Colonel James J.
Hes, who retired at the end of
the 1952-53 college year.
Colonel Rogers comes to San
Jose State after a four yeer command of the Hawaiian Armed
Services Police. He is a fell professor of military science.
A native if Lowell. Mass.,
the new eseaseand eraser received bla early eilmosties is the
peals schools of L’verett, Mara.
Wen he attended the UsherMy of New Hampshire from
whit& he was graduated in 1928
with maA3, deems.
A business man for 14 years,
Colonel Rogers entered military
service in 1942 as a first lieutenant in the Military Police Corps.
Prior to service In the far east,
he was provost marshal at Fort
Monroe, Va.
Upon his meant to the Vaned
Mates in HMI he was illeiglied
te special deg with the Sir
tome at nausitsigh Field. Texas.
be IN. he min be Illemindu to
take theme ef the first military
pollee imelt esimpand of representatives of sR it the services.
He was raised to the rank of
mime( in 191111.
Colonel and Mrs Rogers. have
two daughters, Jacqueline and
Nancy who will attend San Jose
State college this year.
The appointmett of Colonel
Rogers marks the third commanding officer the army ROTC at
San Jose State college has had
since the program was started
here in 1948. The first was Colonel
John H. Pitzer.

STUDENTS!

own a fine new
Portable Typewriter!

ogAPE5
cc-it
BUY on terms low as rental!
Choose from Smith-Corona, Remington, Royal
Students say they raise their grades by at least
too* when they type their schoolwork! You, too.
will end you can do more homework in his dine
and with better remits. Using a typewriter, you
learn to thin -more Alirty, end write concisely.

The Man - Tailored Shirt with
tailored neckbaond, barrel cuffs.
Stripes and Pistols. 32 to 38.

4.98
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"Ion.owed From The Boys"

Sal
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NO MONEY DOWN
No
se intorost, no MAW

Look into this special Offer. Hundreds of alert
students have purchased portable typewriters at
Procne, in this unequaled easy way.
Take your choke of three world-famous makes
SatineCereire. ReffinessocRoyalbeingiag in handy
portable models the same advanced features as in
their standard office machines. Psili-size standard
84-character keyboards, new simplified niargios
sod tabulation, dozens of special features fortasety
uwaveilabie in portable models. You get the same
prietwork, performance and typing habits as es
large standard model.
So, for better grades in fewer hours, and for
gaining the valuable typing Win oa your Meadnew guaranseed permit* come to hooves NOIWI
Seen the new teem with typewriter of year owe,

PAY MY ME MUIR
MIMEO CASH
X SMALL NSW AMOUNTS

rata

91 SO. FIRST STREET

.
.
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Frosh Basketball
Sign-up Slated
Today, Tomorrow
All feminine who are plataBing to turn out for Fresh basketball are asked by Wilt McPherson, Sparta* basketball
mach, to sign up with him dueregistration either today sr_
tomorrow.
ma s be found In the
Metes Physical Eiboostim departineat section la the Mmes

By KEITH KALDENBACH
Friday night marked the beginning of the 1953 fobtball season for
San Jose State college Spartans. And it was a new game of football
for many of the spectators in the stands. Gone were the host of players hustling beck and forth each time the ball changed
hands and
at the game’s end there were several players whose uniforms were
badly soiled after neatly sixty minutes of football.
The new ordeals Is mat actually mew. It Is basically the same
bread 414 bed lint was played prior to 1941. In that year the National Celloslate Athletic asseeiatim abolished the restricted substitution rule, which prevented a player from returning to settee
In the some quarter, and pat into action the unrestricted substitutes,
rule which enabled the plate’s system to blossom forth.
Surprisingly enough, the wartime change was made in order that
small schools might fare better in the wartime shortage of personnel.
By 1946 the platoon system of football became widespread and the
ruling began to hurt the very schools it was designed to aid. Many
small colleges, More than 50 in all, were forced to abandon foot hall for
financial reasons. Root of their difficulties was said to be the platoon
system and its resulting higher cost of supporting a team. Santa
Clara, USF and St. Mary’s are the prime examples in Northern California.
New, 11 years biter, the NCAA has again changed Its ’ilbstItuDom law for the some reams. To aid the smaller schools. Actually.
Mere were tone objections to the platoon system, but this was their
male aegiuseet. The other charges made by the N(’AA Council of
college admialetrators in their survey of the situation were:
I. That the platoon system increased subsidization and recruitplayers,
lag because the system required
t!. The
m produced verspecialuation in player assign meats vililidi termited in tie less of many desirable character -building qualifies
Or yaw seek as teamwork and the discipline imposed by
eisillitaing mistimes.
3. That
Plateau system decreased tyre and spectator interest fa ilestball.

Famous Columnist
Plugs Spartans
In His Column
Henry
McLemore,
nationally
famous human interest columnist,
recently gave the college a tut of
publicity in the environs of his
column.
Occasion -for the ,plug was the result of McLemore s comments on
a new wrinkle he called it "a
whole new prune") on the subject of procuring and maintaining
a top-flight football team. It all
came about when Bob Hope recently headed a show at the University of Tennessee with all the
proceeds slated to go for football scholarships.

McLemore went on to give exAll of the above reasons are highly debatable and, according to amples of what could happen if the
a nationwide survey made recently by Collier’s magazine, players and ; practice continued.
coaches alike are about evenly split for and against the present change.
When he got to San Jose State
For those who are confused by th4new ruling, here Is a brief college, he began thusly: "With
explanation. Instead of being permitted to return to action in the I its traditional game with San Jose
same quarter, in which he was replaced, a player now must wait until ’1 State only two Saturdays away,
the next quarter before he can re-enter the game. For example, if ! Gonzaga university today called on
a player is removed in the middle of the first quarter he would be us- I
able to play further during that period of play. This holds true for ’
each of the four quarters with two exceptions. Four minutes before
the end of the second and fourth quarters, he can return to the game
even though he has seen action during those quarters.
N. cheek sl tie players is kept by the offletaia, wIdcb puts the
modes as the honer system to obey the revisit’s. However,
shesdd ens of tbillorrielals detect the rotors of a player IN the same
quarter In which be was removed, he wit Impose a 111-yard penalty
for unspertermailleri conduct en the guilty team. Also, the substitution suit not be perudtted.
There will be many words spoken and written about the rule
change in coming months but nothing concrete will be realized until
the return to football wars of Santa Clara, USF, St. Mary’s and other
small schools which the change is designed to aid. If they come back
and regain their pre-war stature, then we can say the new regulation
has achieved its objective.

ARTISTS! I

jobs. The Spartan mentor said
that there were two or three men
in contention for nearly every position, a condition which makes
for hard play by all hands.

Prior to Sept. 1, Braman believed that the guarterback spot
was the key to !Whatever success
the Spartans will enjoy in the 1953
schedule, the toughest in San Jews
history. 4fter the first week he
was satisfied that Benny Pierceand Larry Rice would do the jet,.
Sophomore Bob Reinhert also
made good strides during the first
six days.
In nearh even’ other spot,
there was a fight for ate starting
’job. Top contenders include I lettermen noted by asterisk 1: LE Charles Hardy. Mervin Lbpes, Bill
Walsh’, Merle Flattley; LT - John Hambee. Jack liglen, Don
Wadsworth ; I.G - Dale Stutters
Bill Cash, Stan Galas; C Tort
Yairi, Dick Fleeger, Jerry Riee,
RG- Ed Mayer’. Tom Loudel back, Marley Kaaihuce RT Sal
Cardinallis, Jon Petersen’, Jack
Q-awford, Joe Muldowney:
Ralph Doehler. Clarence Wessman,
Its most celebrated alumnus, Bing. Leon O’Neill, Rudy Kaplan; Q11
Crosby, to sing it to victors."
Pielee, Rice; LH--Larry MatThe account was entirely fic- thews’, Herman Stokes, Dick
Dill
tional which accounts for McLe- (Mein, Al Brown; HH
more’s pitting the.Spartans against Walker, Dave Fanner, Pat HiJoe
Gonzaga, a college SJS has never ram, Gene Goldberg’, F
Ulne Jerry ’Taylor. Sam Dawson,
met on the gridiron.

Stitching, resoleing, dyeing. Al
shoe work is done by a shoemaker who takes pride in his
work. All work is guaranteed.
SERVICE WHILE YOU RUT

San Fernando Shoe
Repair Shop
Coertegy end Service
73 EAST SAN FERNANDO
Illotsramei Soaped *ad Theed

ALL YOUR ART NEEDS
IN ;IFFY -QUICK TIME
AND ALL TOP

No Waiting in Line

While many other students were
winding up their vacations or earning a few more stiruner dollars.
the Spartan football squad was
toiling under the hot September
sun in preparation for the fall
football season.
The 47 -man squad reported for
practice on September 1 to begin
their struggle for starting berths
on the team. At the end of the
first week, Coach Bob Bronzan
forsook the traditional coach’s
crying towel aqd expressed almost complete satisfaction with
the teams efforts.
The first week was devoted exclusively to offense, a category
in which the 1952 Spartans ranked
second in the nation. The second
week aw defense emphasized and
both were rex iewed in the final
few days before the Golden Raider
opener against Idaho at Spartan
Stadium last Frida*.
One of the factors which made
Bronzan happy during the first
week, and one of the reasons
for the good progress made, is
the hot competition for starting

satisfaction

emotive Montezuma mentor, Bill
Schutte, went so far recently as
to applaud his team’s efforts in a
strenuous session with strong San
Diego Navy as "best scrimmage I
defensive showing we’ve made in
years.
"They didn’t gain an inch against
us on the ground," he enthused
with a slight exaggeration.

QUAL-

ITY MATERIALS, TOO!

Dr. Percy Arsalo Nodes, rowelled Rohl UferUPar

pains", may,

"I want to have Wordsworth
you about underwear!"
With a detrilish gleam in his eye, Professor Stodge tells hie
students, "Defoe we go any further, let me tell you about
real Jockey brand comfort. You’ll never End a Chaucer
pair of aborta anywhere, Keats. Byron or two pair and
see for yourself!"

Enjoy sibs sessosh, nog fit Siog Is iistassIssly !why’s?
13 separate semourod pieces are carefullt
crafted into one aniooth-fitting garment.
Noote-doesisped heat resistant rubber in
waistband outlasts other leading brands
by 40%.
Ile sse or bled around the legs.

Diet the tee and got the recent minded 80.60 supplies for all classes
snelquiv
. . tie to Sin .isos
deal well
art deportment
they
bosh, is yito mow riglit is. lot
mows APO
"last ma woo ftd
ins is Mfyl
_
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Moidost, StrNowore. Paws X.Ask..
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Sarlb lassed Wrest
JUST TWO BLOM OPP CAMPOS
112

CT 2-1447
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Goldeti Raiders Give Up
Vacation for Practice

more than service..

Ex-Opponent Shows Improvement
San D
State college footballers dsdded last year, after
taking a 474 shellacking, that the
Spartans Overe too strong for
them. llie
isiectied
result was that they
dropped
State college
J
Jose
front theirule. According to
recent
s from the Aztec
I r aining
the Spartans should
be MVP?
Y dklIn feet, the normally ultra -con -

e

docket/
Oval yes MI isseirr eel

nab surer

Somas. Wiassis

II
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Spartans-Vandals Statistici
S.1.4 Idaho Scrimmage plays

...11141

7,,ial nest don’s

19

14

Number kickoffs .

Rushing plays

33

41

.Avi length kickoffs ..42.11

390

173

I’d. kickoff returns
.41.g. kickoff return

Ids. gained rushing
ds. lost rushing

12

42

Net )(14. rushing

376

igi

Number of punts

Net ScM. paoeing

73

108

.Ug. length of punts

13

20

lids. punts returned

6
Euit. ;Avows iompleted
Jas-.’o interi’epted
153
Net .0s, gained
retorneo
63
iniereepted

7
5
239

wd. pdsses Attempted.

0

...

2
441.11

Cre

Spartans Defeat
Vandals, 34-6
only td lose the ball on downs.
scorin; threat of the quarA highly pleased Coach Bob; Only
came when Spartan quarterBraman set his sights on Brig- ter
Rice tossed a pass intended
ham Young U. Friday night in the back
for Buhler which was a little too
Spartan dressing room after his
long.
young team’s 34-6 winning effort
A break came for the Vandals
over University of Idaho in the
on the second play of the second
season’s opener.
ed N4a.naad
The Spartans meet Brigham
FIcidat7olmerr,secoswh.i(irn,edRonicethe Spartan 19,
Young in Prcoo, Utah, next FriThree plays later the Vandals
day night at 8 p.m.
crossed the Golden Raider’s goal
Bronzan refused to single out a line and the score stood at 6-0.
single outstanding player in Friersion afttemblpt
day evening’s victory. He said, blocked by Spartan end Leon
"It was a team effort which has O’Neil.
been an outstanding characteristic
Four plays later lite Golden
of my boys since the beginning of
Raiders threw up a screen of
fall practice sessions.’’
Mockers In front of fullback Joe
He went on to say that be
l’im who scooted untouched for
WW1 happy for his team for they
56 yards and the first Spartan
had worked hard together and
touchdown. Klee converted to
that the win would give than the
make the score 7-6 for the Sparconfidence they needed for a
successful season.
The Spartans took charge of
Bronzan explained that he was
the game in the second half when,
a "bit worried" during the first nine plays after the kickoff Ulm
half of the contest which ended racked up his second TD of the
with the Golden Raiders out in night from the 7-yard line. Rice
front by a score of 7-6. He ad- again made good the conversion
mitted that the Spartans looked and the Golden Raiders led by a
a bit sluggish during the first 14-6 score.
quarter when they were only able
Second Spartan TD for the third
to play the viuidals 40 a standquarter came when they again
still.
When asked about the new sub- formed a screen of blockers in
stitution rule. Bronzan said that front of Joe Ulm who carried the
there were a few times when fie mail 40 yards into paydirt. Rice ,
wished that he could send a man cons cried and the score stood at
back in the game, but that it 21-6.
In the second minute’ of the
didn’t bother him much.
On the first play of the game, final quarter, the Spartans again ’
, it looked as if the Golden Raider’s tallied when left halfback Dick
were on the way when Larry Mat- O’Neill tossed a payoff pass to ’
thews intercepted George Eidam’s right end Leon O’Neill, 4No ihe)
pass on the 50-yard line and ran it are not related.) Rice missed his
back to the 42. However, the first conversion attempt of the
Spartans, after gaining one first night and the score stood at 27-6.
down on two plays, lost the ball
Final score of the game came
when, with a little over a minute
on downs on the Idaho 23.
The game changed complexion I. to play, Fullback Sam Dawson
quickly when, on the first down, plunged over from the 5-yard line.
FAdani passed to right end. Bruce Benny Pierce made good the conWest for 11 35-yard gain. the Van - version attempt to make the final
dais moved 17 yards In seven playa : score 34-6.
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STUDENTS’
ACCIDENT AND SICKNESS
INSURANCE
Again this year, the students of San Jose State
College are offered protection against the expense of emergency illnessses and accidents, in
addition to the regular College Health Service.
The cost of this supplemental coverage is exceptionally low. While the insurance is wholly optional we recommend it for your serious con.
sideration.

A reprsntati" of
Ow. Mutual Benefit Me!th & Accident Association,
1,4, f-la"o’d Weltne", will be et the library "ch today end Twesdey.
Fortner iftfot.nas;on it the Gradwat Menage’s office.
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COACH BOB BRONEAN
San Jose State

Spartan Roster
ENDS

by CAPI210
the
dancer’s
cobbler
ife happy, young, fancy-free,
wispy stacje fashions ere here a+ Bloom’s, the trend -setting flats
and l:ttle heels you love in a host of now fall shades and fashions.

CAPEZiO it a state of mind
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61 M’S
135 South First Street
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Home Town
Arends.Age IS; lit. 6’0"; Wt. 185 lbs. Soph
Tulare
Daehler, RalphAge 21: Ht. fill"; wt. 175 lbs. Seater
Long Beach
DunaskyAge 22; Ht. 6’2"; Wt. 283 Itrc. Junior
Napa
Kaplan, RudyAge 20; Ift. 6’2"; Wt. 210 lb.. Junior
El Monte
O’Neill, Lenti--.ige. 23; lit. 6’2"; Wt. 198 lbs. Soph
Olivia, Minn.
Lopes, MervinAge. 20; Ht. 5’11"; Wt. 107 lbs. Junior
Honolulu
Walsh, 11111--Age 21; Ht. 6’0"; Wt. 190 lbs. Senior
Hayward
Wewiman, ClarenceAge IS; Ht. 6’4"; Wtt. 233 lbs. Soph
Hayward
TACKLES
BigleyAge 22; Ht. 6’2"; Wt. 221 lbs. Senior
Oakland
Cardlnalli, SalAge 20: Ht. 6’0": Wt. 221 Ihs. Senior
Monterey
Crawford, JackAge 19; Ht. 6’3"; Wt. 234 lbs. Junior
Pasadena
liarnher, JohnAge. 21; JIt. 6’2"; Wt. 205 lbs. Junior
Santa CTUZ
Kahahawal, Jew.Age. 28; Ht. 6’2"
Wt. 230 lbw. Junior
Honolulu
Muldowney, JoeAge 20: lit. 6’2"; Wt. 235 lbs. senior Long Beach
Petersen. JonAge 21; ill 6’3"; Wt. 243 lbs. Junior
Fresno
Thomas, DirkAge II; lit. 5’11"; Wt. 213 lbs. Soph
Artesia
Ting, DlckAge 20; lit. 6’2"; Wt. 210 lb.. Soph
Orinda
Watitisorth, Don--Age 19; lit. 6"2"; Wt. 213 lbs. Junior Los Angeles
GUARDS
Cash, BillAge 20; Ht. 3’10"; Wt. 200 lbs. Junior
Pomona
Galas, StanAge IS: lit. 5’11"; Wt, 201 lbs. JOulor
Oakland
Green, RonAge 19; lit. 51"; Wt. 130 lbs. Junior
Baldwin Park
Lotaderbsick, TomAge 20; lit. VI"; Wt. 110 lbs. Junior
Petaluma
Mayer, EdAge 21; lit. 6’0"; Wt 187 lbs. Senior
Newport Harbor
rioters, TomAge 19; Ht. 6’0"; Wt. 205 tbs. SoPh
Maywood
Sumer,. DateAge 20; iitt. 510"; Wt. 198 lbs. Senior Canoga Park
CENTE1LS
Fiercer, DickAge 20: lit. 61"; Wt. 220 lbs. Junior
Hayward
Hague, Jim--Age 19; lit. I’S"; Wt, 132 lbs. Junior
Loa Gatos
hitalhue, Charlry--Age 19; Ht. 510"; Wt. 203 lbs. Junior
Honolulu
51arkey, JohnAge 20; lit. 6’0"; Wt. 210 lbs. sopa’
Oakland
Ruse, JerryAgo 25; Ht. 6’0"; Wt. 201 lbs. Sopli
Bakersfield
140, TomAge 21; An. 5.11"; liTt. 214 lbs. Junior
Livingston
QI7ARTERRACKS
Pierce, BeneyAc 29; lit. WIG"; Wt, 170 Ilia. ingdor
Los Gatos
Reinhart. ItoliAgo 20; Ht. VT"; Wt. 193 lbs. Soph
Glendale
BobAge
smith.
2111; Ht. 5’9"; Wt, 171 lbs. Junior
Orange
Rice. LarryAge 22; fit. I’V’; Wt. 173 lbs. senior
Los Angeles
liALFBACKY4
Brown. AlAge 20: lit. 3’11"; Wt. 165 lbs. Soph
Long Bench
Fanner, DaveAge 21; lit. 5’11"; Wt. 168 Ibis. Junior
Broderick
JOHN HAMBER,
1;
1GoidbergAge 21: /it. VW; Wt. 170 lbs. Senior
San Bernardino
San Jose State"’
’ Hiram. PtAge 29; Ht. 511"; Wt. 178 lbs. Soph
Honolulu
7 Matthews, LarryAge 20; lit. 511"t Wt. 161 lbs. Senior
Monterey
1952 Spartans Rank High
KinAge 20; lit. ITN": Wt. 160 lbs. Junior
As enal
San Jose State Spartans ranked
Peres. EddieAge 19; Ht. 3’6": Wt. 134 Its.. Junior
Del Rey
stokes, HermanAge !et lit. 5’9"; Wt. 170 lbs. Junior Los Angeles
second in total teem offense in
Walker.
23; tit. TS"; wt. 182 lbs. Senior
1952. Their average yards gained
Santa I ruz
PULLBACKS
for their nine games Was 430.1
91,ani-1;:e 19: ID, 5’10"; Wt. 1110 Its.. Soph
Pittsburg
compared to 466.6 in tnn gainers
DickAge 20; lit. 6’0"; Wt. ma It... Junior
for the first ranked team, Tulsa
Loan Beach
Taylor, Jerry...-Age 20: lit. 611"; Wt. IRS lb.. Junior Huntington Park
’university Spartans ranked second
Uhis, JoeAge 20; lit. GI"; Wt. IRO lbw Kepis
to Fordham in palming of fensa.
botwainento
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Cross Country Squad
Sign-up Slated Today

Monday, Sept. 21, 1953-

Tradinieribtiitc4
To ’Get Together’

Varsity and Fresh testiest.*
Cross Country track season gets deal, junior college two years
are Melted to Stead -as "get-asunder way today with the an; ago. sad Freak Wulftenge, a
mediated" meting, Wednesday
nouncementfrom Coach Bud Win- freshness who was an siststandat
730 p.m, in 8112, according
to
planning
men
all
leg miller at Willow Gies high
ter that
to Bud Winter, track coach.
cross country competition are to ~eel at year.
report to Spartan .Stadium thin’
cross country season winds 1
"et* Winter said that free
.
afternoon at 3:30 o’clock.
up with the annual Turkey Trqis..’
l
errs
Win be . Derv*. the
Winter said that tresbnienam which is held during the Thanks- athletes as an ledneemest
eligible for the varsity cream cowl. giving holiday Period. The cross their atteadeare at
the affair.
try team and sieges all first year country event, which is open to
He
expressed
his
~at
that
to
tun!
runners
out
for
all
corners
on
distance
a handicap baits,
was woo last year by Bob McMul- many se the Spartan Waded.
today’s slaSsIlfs
"If picialleets Make their appear- len. Prize offered to the winner is clii peas up the free offer at reance as biped we sboaki have an- ,a turkey for the Thanksgiving din- freshments.
other outstanding team," Winter ner table.
The meetly is span to ~Winter said Friday that fall
Md.
cleats who have participated hi
practice
sessions
for
nosh
and
Last yealealigilei, rielian oat over Varsity trackmen
will be held track la the past and to those
salarefillesa as
sack
mid California. daily at 1:30 and 2:30 p.m., while who anticipate tensing set for
[’SC,
cross country runners will meet the team
this semen.
The ffiggairadllbc Coast ~for- at 4 p.m.
esee ~MI arivilleided la this
year’s 4000* itoile with SIM
Frsacisseiggilla Osikage of
sali11110. Zfavy sad Ban
Diego liaffiliMenal meet at flan
Diego.
First meet for the trackmen will
be in about three weeks against
an unannounced opponent, Winter
said. Name of the opponent will be
revealed as soon as the schedule
is approved, he e xplained.
Members of last year’s squad
who are expected to return for
another season of competition are
Don Hubbard, Lang Stanley, Bill
Stevens, Allen Dunn and Dick Vogel Bob McMullen. champion steeplechaser, may be Included in this
season’s team If Ms eligibility problems are solved.
New men expected to sign, up
today are Warren Dam, stag
mile and two idle runner at ato-

=OE

Only 3 Lettermen
Expected Rack
For SJS Bisketball
One first string gillird and two
lettermen of last yillirkilquad are
the only experienced men expected
to turn out for varsity basketball
sign-up Monday, October 12, Walt
McPherson, S p a-r t a n basketball
coach, said Friday.
Coach McPherson is hoping for
a good turnout of transfer students to fill the gap left by casualties from last year’s team to graduation and the armed forces.
The three rotaries are: Carroi Williams, first striae guard;
Dick Schweaffsger, guard: sad
Bud Haim, forward.
Lost to the Armed Forces are:
Dick Brady, forward. who will be
inducted in October; Slim Hodgson, forward, who joined the Naval Air Corps; and Fred Niemann,
center, who has been in the service since Ale& Captain Lee Jensen, Don Edwards. and Bill Abbott were lost by the graduation
route in June.
A stiff
Is ea
tap for the apeielai
era width Bea not as yet been officially approve/. However, It is
known _thee the slate will heelefe game with California,
Stanford, thetvenIty of Operas
University of Arises and Aritone State. Twelve California
leaskethall Aasociation gums a1so are incladed.
Opening game of the 1953-54
season will be played December 1
against San Francisco State college, McPherson said. Both the
Opening game and the first practice session dates are those agreed
Upon by the CBA, he explained.

8/PASTAN DAIS*
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1953 Spartan Schedule
Sept. 11
Sept 24
Oct 1
Ott la
Oct. 17
Oct 24
Oct. 21
Nov,
Nov. 14

Idalse--Anned Forces Night
pas,
Briagams Toast at Pews
pm.
sveim. State as Irsilso.
..111011
Arbon& State (Tempe).--1111.11-7100A----11410
California at Berkeley
at pm.
ream at Eiltene.
1:20 pm
North Texas State at thmeina landlem......11A10 p.m
College of the
116-21
Stanford at fitimAord..
2410 p.m. LS-Sli
eHsess games.

1953 RESULTS
SJS
Colierado...1e
_
41811....11
8.18747."’’fian Diego Stato...4
Ilitstam Tow WAR:
8.18....21
Aransas State....14
ULM
lianialla 11.--.1111
8J8....40" Freese 8tate.:...1
’
illara-111
&IS_ le
COP...11
41Lost 2--Tied--

e’

When you smoke Chesterfield it’s
so satisfying to know that you are
getting the one cigarisfte that’s low
in nicotine, highest in quality.
.

by chemical
analyses of the country’s six
leading cigarette brands.

A fact proved

And it’s so satisfying to know that
a doctor reports no adverse effeds
to the nos*, throat and sinuses
from smoking Chesterfield.
The

doctor’s report is

part of

a program supervised by a
responsible independent researdi laboratory and is based
on thorough bi-monthly examinations of a group of Chesterfield smokers over a period of
a year and a half.

Large Turn Out
Expected for
Frosh Football
Candidates for the freshman
football team should sign up today
and tomorrow, according to Danny
Hill, director of ’athletic publicity.
Named as coaches for the Spartababes are Bob Amaral, Rum
Phillips and Stu Fowler.
Hill estimated that between 120
and 150 frosh would turn out for
the current edition of the Spartababes.
The 1253 assitabobss ww play
one hems goneathls sessos. It will
be a contairowLat nem Amite*
colloid.
a

CHESTERFIELD BEST FOR Yott
"PA inorr a Mos ’Prom

-

-
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Monday, Sept. 21. 1953
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Buy Your School Supplies at the.

SPARTAN SHOP Oicried 100% by the Associated Students of San Jose State College)

New Books ...
Used Books...

BUY FOR LESS

Stationery ...
Supplies...
Gym Clothes.
Decals ...
Novelties...

QUICK SERVICE

.VAI1TAi’
,t.

(on campus)

